INTRODUCTION
Increasing attention is nowadays paid to model selection and specification procedures, especially in modelling dynamic relationships. Numerous test statistics and diagnostic checks have been suggested as tools in model selection strategies; many of these recent developments are summarized in Harvey (1981) . The existence of alternative principles (such as likelihood-ratio, Wald and Lagrange multiplier) for generating test statistics alone means that more than one test statistic with desirable properties is usually available for testing a particular null hypothesis against a specific alternative hypothesis. These statistics often have the same limiting distribution, but their small sample distributions generally differ. Moreover, there is a variety of ways of modifying these tests to generate new tests which retain the original asymptotic properties but may have improved small sample properties. The practitioner is thus faced with a proliferation of tests for the same null and alternative hypotheses. Because these alternative test statistics may have different power functions and different true significance levels in small samples, they may cause conflicting statistical inference and consequently confuse model builders.
For the hypothesis of linear constraints on the coefficients in the general linear model with spherical normal disturbances, Savin (1976) and Breusch (1979) show that the asymptotically equivalent Wald (W), likelihood-ratio (LR), and Lagrange multiplier (LM) tests satisfy the systematic inequality W?-LR_ LM. Evans and Savin (1982) show that in the classical normal linear regression model the probability of conflict among these tests can be substantial. By applying various small-sample correction factors they also investigated how accurately these tests can approximate an exact test (i.e. a test with correct significance level). As the usual F test is exact in the case they investigated, there is no need to apply a (possibly modified) asymptotic test. Hence their results are only of practical interest if they represent general characteristics of W, LR or LM tests and so suggest a sensible way to modify these tests in more general cases such as those involving nonlinearities or where for other reasons it is difficult to derive an exact test.
In this paper we assess the inaccuracies involved in applying asymptotic tests in small samples and examine the effectiveness of various small sample correction factors in cases where no exact test is available. Rather than consider specification tests of coefficient restrictions, we investigate two types of misspecification tests, viz. tests for serial correlation and tests for predictive failure, in the linear regression model with lagged dependent variables. (For discussion of the distinction between tests of specification and misspecification see Mizon (1977b) ). Both these types of misspecification test have been used in recent applied work to reduce the risk of accepting misspecified models-see, inter alia, Davidson et al. (1978) , Hendry and Mizon (1978) , Hendry (1980) , Mizon and Hendry (1980) , Davidson and Hendry (1981) and Hendry and Richard (1982) . In these and other applied studies different tests for the same misspecification have led to conflicting inferences. We use Monte Carlo methods to investigate whether it is worthwhile computing several test statistics for the same alternative or whether there is one particular (possibly modified) test available which is a useful and reliable tool in model selection.
In addition, overparameterisation, or reduction in the effective sample size, can adversely affect the small sample behaviour of test statistics, and so robustness to overparameterisation is desirable. When the small sample distribution of a test statistic is not known and an approximate sampling distribution based on asymptotic theory is used, it is possible that the approximation will deteriorate with reductions in the number of degrees of freedom. For example, if in checking the adequacy of a general model as part of a general to specific modelling exercise a misspecification test is significant, then a further generalisation of the already overparameterised model may result in an even more striking rejection of the null of no misspecification. Indeed, it was precisely this phenomenon encountered in using tests for serial correlation and for predictive failure on a general model that led us to investigate more carefully the small sample behaviour of such tests. It is important to distinguish between evidence of misspecification arising from the inadequacy of the model and evidence of misspecification resulting from the assumed (usually asymptotically valid) distribution of the test statistic providing a poor approximation to the unknown small sample distribution. Evidence of misspecification of the latter type is potentially misleading, and so we explore the value of degrees of freedom adjustments and other modifications in reducing this problem.
Since we wish to examine the effectiveness of misspecification tests as tools in a complete model selection strategy, Section 2 discusses some crucial aspects of the successive stages of a specification search. This leads us to formulate three characteristics of an effective misspecification test. In Sections 3 and 4 we introduce the different test statistics and try to establish systematic inequalities between the various tests for serial correlation and predictive failure respectively. The Monte Carlo design is described in Section 5. The detailed results, including powers and the noting of cases in which type I error probabilities are parameter invariant, are presented in Sections 6 and 7. We find that in general asymptotic chi-squared critical values are reasonably accurate only when the test statistics are adjusted by an Edgeworth-based correction factor used by Anderson (1958, p. 208) . Alternatively, when numerator and denominator of the statistics are corrected for degrees of freedom the F critical values are also reasonably accurate. Section 8 summarizes the conclusions.
MODEL SELECTION IN AD-MODELS
We consider the linear regression model with predetermined explanatory variables, paying special attention to lagged dependent variables. Mizon (1977a) where ca()(L) is a polynomial of order mo in the lag-operator L associated with the dependent variable yt, the lag-operator polynomials a(l)(L), ... I a(k)(L) associated with the k exogenous variables xt(l), ... , x,(k)-have orders ml, . . ., Mk respectively, Et is a white-noise disturbance term, and c is a constant. The polynomial a(?)(L) has all its roots outside the unit circle and is normalized so that it includes mo coefficients; the total number of regressors in (1) is K = k+ 1 +>3j m>. If the data generation process (DGP) is
(1) and no extra information is available to restrict these K coefficients, then consistent and asymptotically efficient estimates are obtained by ordinary least squares.
However, in practice the DGP is unknown, so that in a specification search misspecified models will be estimated and tested. These might, for example, omit relevant explanatory variables, choose lag polynomials of too low order, or use inappropriately transformed variables. Such misspecifications will in general lead to inconsistent parameter estimates and incorrect assessment of the estimates' sampling properties. A general to specific modelling strategy (see Mizon (1977a, b) and Mizon and Hendry (1980) ) aims to lessen the risk of inconsistency by starting from a quite general model determined by relevant economic theory, the available data and computing limitations, and then testing for acceptable simplifications of it. Hence, initial overparameterisation is a deliberate element of the strategy. Conditional on the general model asymptotically valid t-and F-specification tests can be used to find a parsimonious model. The adequacy of the general model itself must also be tested and this is achieved using misspecification tests, though clearly these tests will also be used at subsequent stages of the modelling process to check the adequacy of simplified models. If a misspecification test statistic is significant, the model specification has to be reconsidered. In the context of AD-models, the order of the polynomials will often be increased or explanatory variables will be replaced or added. These model respecifications need not correspond directly to the alternative hypotheses for which the particular misspecification tests have high power. For example, a significant value of a statistic testing for serial independence need not imply that the model should be augmented by a serially correlated error process; nor should predictive failure lead the investigator automatically to specify a model with shift dummy variables.
In this paper we investigate characteristics of separate tests only, and ignore problems of applying several tests sequentially to different specifications using the same data. We assert that the effectiveness of a misspecification test in any modelling strategy (particularly in the general to specific strategy mentioned above) depends on the following three criteria. First, the test should have an actual significance level (size) close to the nominal level, and so ceteris paribus tests with known size should be preferred to tests with only asymptotic validity. When the model builder is unaware of a substantial difference between the actual and nominal size of the test, the decisions taken may be inappropriate. Too low an actual size (relative to the nominal size) favours the initial specification, leaving the model builder less critical than he thinks. Too high an actual size implies too frequent rejection of an adequate specification. Secondly, the size of the test should be robust to possible overparameterisation (i.e. including redundant lagged regressors) to help avoid the problems associated with overparameterisation mentioned above. Thirdly, the effectiveness of a misspecification test depends on its power to reject misspecified models in addition to that against which the test is optimal.
In our simulation study we investigate with these three criteria in mind, the small sample behaviour of alternative forms of serial correlation and predictive failure misspecification tests. We examine the rejection frequencies of these tests for evidence on their size, on their robustness to changes in the degree of overparameterisation, and on their "power" against a range of alternative hypotheses. We then assess which test statistics can be recommended for practical model selection.
TESTS FOR SERIAL CORRELATION
Three types of test for the serial independence of the disturbances in dynamic models are often used: tests based upon Box and Pierce (1970)'s time series portmanteau lack-of-fit test, tests suggested in Durbin (1970) , and tests based on the Lagrange multiplier principle presented in Breusch (1978) and Godfrey (1978) . Serial correlation tests based on the likelihood-ratio and Wald principles are computationally less attractive because they require estimation of the model under the (nonlinear) alternative hypothesis. Here we review over a dozen particular versions of these tests (listed in Table I ), and we investigate thoroughly their effectiveness in small samples. In addition, we also consider the DurbinWatson test statistic which is often reported for models containing lagged dependent variables, despite its well-known inadequacy in dynamic models.
The Lagrange multiplier test statistic takes the same form for both AR (n) and MA (n) alternatives, where n is the order of the process. We denote by LM one particular version of a number of asymptotically equivalent expressions for this test statistic: 
and the usual F test 
We also examine the conjecture (see Breusch and Godfrey (1981, We investigate the impact of multiplying each of the statistics LM, LMW, LMP, LMN, LML and LMD by (T -K)! T These degrees of freedom corrected versions, where a2 in the denominator is estiamted by e'e/( T-K) rather than e'e/ T, are superscripted * (see Table I So given a, LMW has a higher probability of type I error than LMW* which in turn has a higher probability of type I error than LMF when this is treated as a Fn,T-K-n statistic. However, no such inequality exists between LMF and LM (or LM*).
In applied regression analysis two tests of residual autocorrelation, which were originally developed for ARIMA and transfer-function models, are often reported. These (1) contains zero coefficients; obviously this test can only be applied when n > ino. Breusch and Pagan (1980, p. 245) argue that the BP test is inappropriate in models containing both exogeneous and lagged dependent variables. However, we will compare its small sample performance with that of the other tests for serial independence discussed above.
POST-SAMPLE PREDICTIVE TESTS
The tests used in a specification search are all employed on the same set of data. So although it may be possible to determine overall significance levels of sequences of such tests (see inter alia Mizon (1977a) and Pagan and Hall (1983) ), the perils of data mining are far from imaginary. Thus it is wise to check a model on a fresh set of data (typically the most recent time series data) by a post-sample prediction test. Prediction tests check whether the model specification derived from the sample data also fits the post-sample data relatively well. However, using this additional data at every stage of such a search means that the test statistic is being used as a model selection criterion. Note that post-sample predictive failure can occur for two reasons: the model may be inadequate within sample, or it may be misspecified for only the post-sample period. So PR has a higher rejection frequency than PR*, which in turn is higher than that for LRF, irrespective of the correctness of the model. Again we see that alternative asymptotically equivalent tests may in small samples yield systematically conflicting inference for a chosen nominal size. Such conflict emerges at the 5% level in Hendry (1980, equation (11) confidence interval for ? 001 , we will not be able to analyse satisfactorily the differences between actual and nominal sizes at a = 001 and so report no details for this case. However, our results support the conjecture that any considerable difference between a test statistic's small sample and asymptotic distributions usually affects the entire righthand tail area in the same direction, so it would be rash to suppose that a test statistic that performs badly at the 5% and 10% levels might perform better at the 1% level. Ideally, the observed significance level of the tests examined in the next two sections should be close to the nominal level, regardless of the values of the parameters; failure at any parameter set is sufficient to disqualify a test for practical purposes, as we wish to use it when the parameters are either unknown (i.e. coefficients) or uncontrolled (e.g. the regressors and sample size). Our results for type I errors are reported using simple summary statistics (minimum, mean and maximum) over all 18 coefficient combinations of either the stationary or nonstationary x, series, or over all 36 different DGP's considered. The precision determined by the confidence interval (27) leads us to suggest that a test fails the criterion of correct size if the estimated significance level exceeds 0 09 or is below 0-02 at the 5% nominal level, or if it exceeds 0-15 or is below 0-06 at the 10% nominal level. Of course, power values deserve a more detailed presentation since they will vary over the different parameter sets.
Finally, note that different series of random numbers {JE}, {l} were generated for each of the 36 different DGP's defined by the 18 coefficient combinations and x, either stationary or non-stationary. In each replication of a DGP one hundred observations on the relevant explanatory and dependent variables have been generated, and these data were used in all the experiments for the various different values of T, n, m and a.
RESULTS FOR TESTS FOR SERIAL CORRELATION
When the model with the correct AD(1, 1) specification is estimated, the test rejection frequencies estimate the actual significance level at a given critical value of the asymptotic distribution. We first discuss the results for the inadequate but popular Durbin-Watson and Box-Pierce type tests. Note that in all the Tables rejection frequencies are expressed as a proportion of the 500 replications. If we apply the DW test to the overparameterised AD(2, 2) model (using du and dL values for K = 6) the significance level is nil for dL, varies wildly with T (we found values from 0-00 to 0-56) for du, and is very small for the asymptotic test. These results confirm that in the model with lagged dependent variables the DW statistic cannot give valid evidence about autocorrelated disturbances; therefore it is best not calculated at all.
We investigated both BP and LBP variants of portmanteau residual correlation tests, but as the AD(1, 1) model includes one lagged dependent variable we have mo = imo = 1 and so the tests cannot be performed for serial correlation of order n = 1. Therefore we considered n E {2, 4, 8} for these two tests; the statistics are then compared with critical values of the x2 distribution with 1, 3 and 7 degrees of freedom respectively. As with the DW test there is little difference between the stationary and the non-stationary cases. Table IV shows rather high rejection frequencies (even with T = 80) especially for low values of n. Because of this and the wide gap between the minimum and maximum rejection frequencies over the 18 different coefficient combinations, these tests cannot be recommended. The unstable true significance levels-anything from half to three times We now examine the power of the tests with respect to alternative hypotheses that do not correspond to the DGP (25). As tests for serial correlation are often used as general diagnostic checks to reveal any serious misspecifications, including the omission of lagged (dependent) variables, it is important that these tests should have power in AD models against misspecification of the dynamic adjustment process. Table VII 
RESULTS FOR THE POST-SAMPLE PREDICTION TESTS
All the tests for predictive failure we investigate are only asymptotically valid. Table VIII presents the main results, averaged over the 18 coefficient combinations, for the correctly specified AD(1, 1) model. Even a sample size of T = 80 is too small for the PR and PR* tests to exhibit their asymptotic qualities; in moderate sample sizes these tests have too large actual significance levels leading to a too frequent incidence of type I errors. As the LRF statistic yields a test with actual size close to nominal size over the whole experimental design, it appears that omitting asymptotically negligible terms (to obtain PR and PR* from (21) The superiority of LRF is again found in the overparameterised AD(2, 2) model dealt with in Table IX . Including redundant regressors appears to further increase the significance levels of PR and PR*, perhaps leading to the unnecessary extension of an already overparameterised (but otherwise adequate) model. The LRF and LRC tests prove to be relatively invariant with respect to both overparameterisation and the coefficient values of the DGP.
In Table X the power of the LRF test is shown to be very poor with respect to the AD(O, 0) and AD(1) alternatives considered. Apparently the generated sample data are too smooth to produce serious prediction errors. We observe the curious phenomenon that the rejection frequencies decrease for larger sample sizes. This occurs because, for m=4  m=8  m=4  m=8  m=4  m=8  nation T=20 T=80 T=20 T=80 T=20 T=80 T=20 T=80 T=20 T=80 T=20 stationary regressors and fixed m plim (1/ T)RSST+m = plim (1/ T)RSST even in misspecified models, depriving the test of its power in large samples. We conclude that although a post-sample prediction test with a correct size in small samples does exist, detecting a dynamic misspecification is likely only if the relevant regressor variable x, is already included in the specification. Starting with a parsimonious univariate time series model wth omitted (lagged) variables, it is doubtful that this will be detected by such a test. However, varying data correlations-not considered in our Monte Carlo design-will obviously enhance the power of a post-sample prediction test.
CONCLUSIONS
Misspecification tests are important tools in empirical modelling, but they can only be effective if the user has control over the probability of type I errors. Their usefulness improves if they have high power against a wide range of alternative model specifications. In a simulation study we investigated many versions of two general types of misspecification tests applied in finite samples to a single equation linear regression model with a lagged dependent variable and normally distributed disturbances. We found that the rejection probabilities of the tests may vary substantially for different parameter values of the data generation process. For particular tests this may occur both in misspecified models (as is to be expected) and in adequately parameterised or overparameterised models. Because of this lack of robustness, a model builder who is ignorant of the parameter values of the data generation process can be led astray in the model selection process.
Our Monte Carlo results corroborate theoretical findings that the Durbin-Watson, Box-Pierce, and Ljung-Box tests for serial correlation should not be applied in regression models wth lagged dependent variables. In such models these statistics are best not calculated at all as they have no sound interpretation. The simulations also reveal that even asymptotically valid tests such as (generalizations of) Durbin's h-statistic and various formulations of the Lagrange multiplier test-including the popular T-R2 version-have poor small sample properties. However, the Lagrange multiplier type F-test, denoted here by LMF (and computationally as simple as the T-R2 version), appears to have a type I error probability that is relatively invariant to sample size, order of serial correlation, true coefficeint values, and redundant regressors. Test LMF is suggested in Harvey (1981, p. 277) where it is referred to as the "goodness of fit F-test", but where the appropriate degrees of freedom correction goes unrecorded. On the basis of our simulation results, it seems reasonable to ignore the fact that LMF does not have an exact F distribution in dynamic models, and to use critical values from the F distribution with n and T -K -n degrees of freedom. The other test statistics could only be used with confidence by evaluating appropriate critical values by simulation, as suggested in Bera and Jarque (1982); we believe this to be an infeasible alternative for the practitioner; besides there is no indication that tests would be obtained with better power characteristics than LMF.. Hence, from the computationally simple tests for serial correlation investigated here, we recommend LMF; the Durbin-Watson test might be preferable only if no lagged dependent variables are included in the specification (as it is then UMP for particular X matrices and specific alternative hypotheses).
For the post-sample prediction tests examined, the F test (denoted LRF here) is also the most reliable. The divergence of the asymptotic distribution from the finite-sample distribution of test statistics is well-illustrated here by the poor properties of the likelihoodratio test.
For both the LMF and LRF tests, we found that multiplying the corresponding likelihood-ratio test statistics by a simple Edgeworth-based scalar correction factor produces tests that (apart from some extreme cases) have rejection frequencies almost equal to the chosen F tests. As these Edgeworth corrected statistics are used with x2 critical values-which are much easier to memorize than F critical values-practitioners might prefer to use these LMC and LRC statistics. In the context of non-linear regression both the F-and the Anderson reformulation of test statistics are employed in Mizon (1977b) .
Of all the test statistics investigated here, only the F tests and the LMC and LRC tests could usefully be re-examined to analyse their rejection probabilities more thoroughly over a wider parameter space, perhaps by using response surface techniques. The present Monte Carlo study has revealed only that many test procedures are deficient in small samples. It also suggests that it is questionable whether serial correlation and predictive failure tests will be very effective in detecting misspecification of an AD model, especially if the specification search starts from a simple ARMA representation while the exogenous explanatory variables of the AD process are themselves modelled parsimoniously by ARIMA processes. 
